ABSTRACT: In his recent work on the ontology of texts, lorge l.E. Gracia (1996) attempts to apply various (and evidently Aristotelian) 
to those entities that are called 'texts'. By extension, to do an Aristotelian ontology of texts -and this is the topic of the present essay -would be to ask how certain Aristotelian categories of being can be brought to bear on a text construed precisely as an entity. The question is: With these categories at our disposal, what should we -not literary critics, but ontologists -say about this different sort of entity called a 'text'? 2 Start with those kinds of entities that are not texts, those uncontroversial, or ordinary, or normal entities, entities like tables, trees, chairs, ships, and sealing wax. Traditionally, philosophers have been keen on studying the ontology of these normal entities. Take, for instance, a table: 'That' s straightforward! This table is an instanee of a kind of thing (category: first substance). The same table is blue (category: quality). It was assembled last year (time). It was put together by a carpenter (effieient eause). It's in this room (location). I am sitting in front of this same table (relation), etc.' All this is 'easyenough' for the philosopher, maybe. But what is a philosopher to say about a text? (Assuming it is an entity. And if it isn't, what then?)
One of the few things about a text's ontology that we can say for sure is this: As with nontextual entities, a text can be talked about in many different ways, maybe even in more ways than normal entities. 'Bring that text over here' (category: position). 'The text goes back to antiquity' (category: time). 'This text, De amicitia, was written by Cicero' (category: eause). 'The text is philosophical' (category: genre). 'The text, left out in the rain, is now illegible' (category: ideographie). 'This text is ungrammatical' (eategory: syntactic). 'The text makes good sense' (category: semantic). 'The text is ineoherent' (category: logical). 'This text is shorter than that one' (category: length [?] ). 'Class, the text we'll be diseussing today -' (eategory: universal). 'Clair, where's your text today?' (eategory: individual).
But enough examples to convey the idea of what roughly makes for an 'ontology of texts' . Going by our definition of it, it is fairly faetual to say that, although there is some literature devoted to the subject, there is not very mueh of it? What is even harder to find is any literature devoted specifieally to an Aristotelian approach to this problem. On either count, the search engines come up almost empty.
For sure, there is the 'literary' part of Aristotle, his treatises on tragedy and rhetoric, and the many commentaries that other people have written on these treatises. In addition, there do exist a few literary theories that have been appropriately described as 'neo-Aristotelian'. A case in point is (or was) the New Criticism, which takes the idea of a work' s having a beginning, amiddIe, and an end -an idea figuring heavily in Aristotle's Poetics -as the eentrally defining feature of a literary work. (Not that 'work' means the same as 'text', or that Aristotle even entertained this modern distinction, or that he was even talking about what we would nowadays eall a 'text'.) Another case in point is the so-ealled Chicago School. This, too, is (or was) 'neo-Aristotelian', but for reasons having more to do with the Rhetoric than the Poetics. But that said, a 'critical theory', which is a theory more about 'literature' than texts, does not add up to an ontology of texts, let alone an Aristotelian ontology.
I would have thought that there had to have existed at least a few people who had tried to think about the 'being' of a text along Aristotelian lines. 4 Yet as far as I am able to tell, the only person to have done work on it, and only recently at that, is Jorge J. E. Gracia. I am referring here to his 1996 book, which is titled Texts: Ontological Status, Identity, Author, Audience. 5 (I refer to it in what follows simply as "Texts".) It is mainly this book, and mainly the first two of the four chapters of the book, that I shall be commenting on. To go back a step: It has been in about the last five years that the author has written almost exclusively on the problem of texts. In that time, he has put out two books and a string of articles on the subject. 6 Before turning to the second book -Texts -I should say something, only briefly, about the context in which this book was written. I shalllimit myself to only a few remarks on the first of the two books, A Theory 0/ Textuality: The Logic and Epistemology. 7 The aim of that book is twofold; appropriately enough, it falls into two parts. In the first, 'The Logic of Texts' , Gracia sets out to define a text and to fill in that definition with the details. And in the second part, 'The Epistemology of Texts', he addresses certain hermeneutic problems directly related to the defining of a text, such as: What factors might establish the limits of a text's meaning? Is it the author, the audience, the context, the society, the function of that text? (Is the function of the text legal, literary, scientific, religious, historical, mnemonic?) And how does one know when one knows the meaning of a text? I shall comment, promptly, only on the first part -the defining of a text -which, more so than the second part, is a requisite background to the second book. What, then, is a text? Gracia has a long answer. This is my short version of it.
(a) A text can be of any length. Of course, Don Quixote is a text, but so is a paragraph, a sentence, an utterance, saying '2+2=4', or even a message as short as a one-word exclamation, 'Fire~, But whatever the length, a text is a group of entities, used as signs, that are selected and arranged by an author in a certain context to convey a certain meaning to a certain audience. (What the author calls the 'entities that constitute texts', or 'ECTs', I call simply the 'marks'.) (b) The marks of a text have no meaning when considered in themselves. They acquire it only when used (I read a text in English) or when taken as an ensemble of signs (I see this as a text, though written in a language I don't understand). (c) The primary function of a text is to convey a meaning. (Not as obvious as it sounds.) (d) A text always presupposes an intention. This is not to say (which would be silly) that the 'author' (writer or speaker) has to be fully aware of what is intended or fully aware of the intending itself. (An interjection. Would somebody please name me just one philosopher, a philosopher who can be taken at least half seriously, who has ever really maintained this strawman view that the literary critics pride themselves on being able to beat up?)
To go on: (e) Context goes 'with' the text. It is, in a way, part of the text itself. It supplements the text, which is, in varying degrees, always 'elliptical' . Moreover, one text may depend on its context more than another text on its context. So it is in varying degrees that a text has to be 'filled in' by the accompanying setting. (f) To mention only a few of the things with which a text has often come to be misidentified: A text is not one and the same thing as language. A text is not an artefact. A text is not a work (which are the meanings of only certain texts). A text is not the same as the meaning that the text conveys. A text is not the same as an art object (though an art object might be a text). A text is not to be identified with the reading experience.
What Gracia has managed to put together in the first book is a complex taxonomy' of distinctions. To what end? As with any taxonomy that has entries which are to the point, it brings clarity to the subject in question. One of Gracia' s grievances is that much of the current huffing and puffing about texts, about whether the author is dead, whether a text has an established meaning, etc. springs from being inadequately equipped with distinctions. A phenomenon with complex differences requires that we approach it with a complex set of distinctions. Without that, we end up working on pseudoproblems and spewing out pseudo-solutions. Gracia is surely right about this. 'But,' you might say, 'everybody would agree with that!' I doubt it. Gracia's complaint is uncontroversial only in the sense that most people would not want to be caught disagreeing with it. There might be another part to his story, which he leaves out, and which is more mischievous: Taxonomies surely make paradigm busting a lot harder to do. Disciplined by a taxonomy, the buster is compelled to say, 'qua this', 'qua that', 'with the proviso', etc. After a few hundred of these, the theory no longer looks so novel. Hence, it might very weIl be that equivocation is sometimes a function of looking for a career. 'A taxonomy such as Gracia's? That's so much silly "scholasticism!'" In praise of scholasticism, I highly recommend this book. The reader can easily appreciate the distinctions the author comes up with without having to go to where Gracia eventually wants to take these distinctions. This is where his second book comes in.
It is the shorter book, the better book, and also the more flawed book. The blurb on the back cover of the second book is only more of the same of what is written on the back of the first: 'The discussion is systematic, comprehensive, and detailed. Gracia raises all of the important issues related to texts within the areas he explores and [I don't wholly agree with this part takes into account the pertinent literature. The style is argumentative and clear [very true], and the position Gracia defends is based on [warning, warning] common sense. He stays clear of the extreme views some contemporary authors have taken with respect to texts and textuality'~This has got to be the publishers' fault, and my question goes straight to them: How bland and uninformative can a book blurb get? And how rnisleading as weIl. It is misleading in what it manages to leave out.
A quick survey of the work Gracia did before writing his two books on texts clearly teIls us just what has been left out. Gracia is, really, neither 'analytic' nor 'continental'. (Whatever 'analytic' and 'continental' are supposed to mean. And, even if the terms were tied up, it is not as if this were the only way to divide up the kingdom of philosophy.) J.E. Gracia is an 'Aristoteiian', not doctrinally, but very much at heart. 9 And his contribution to the study of texts has less to do with his 'being clear', 'bridging the traditions' (which is nice, but nothing to write horne about), and a lot more to do with his being this Aristotelian. In fact, it is the book that might get the lower marks on the question of 'being clear' -the second book -that strikes me as philosophically the more significant. This, I recommend, is how we should read his two books on texts, and I mean especially the second: Keep the author's own Aristotelian motivations in view. In this way we can better see what it is that Gracia has on offer. His contribution lies with his attempt to bring Aristotelian categories to bear on that very different sort of entity called a text.
I shall turn to the details of his ontology in a moment. Before getting to this, two more preliminary notes are in order. I should stress (i) that for Gracia a text is a complex of moments. There has to be an author, an intention to communicate, an audience, and a context,...as weIl as the 'outward signs' and the 'potential meaning' conveyed by those signs. And (H) that a text is also subject to the changes that go with history. A text's meaning can change; hence, the text can change as well... .In the following analyses, I shall single out only these two moments of a text, bracketing out all those other moments. A final preliminary note: I shall examine only a few of the key items in Gracia's second book, 'Texts'. I shall focus only on the first chapter ('Ontological Status') and the second chapter ('Identity'). In the first, Gracia examines the suitability of applying four pairs of categories to texts: individual and universal, physical and nonphysical, substance and feature, and aggregate and nonaggregate. Why single out these categories, Gracia asks? Disappointingly, the only explanation he gives for what is basically his starting-point is contained in a single meagre line. The reason, he says, is that these categories are themselves 'very often used in philosophy and because at least some of them have been applied to texts' (Texts, 9). I shall be saying more about his shaky starting point in the third, or concluding, part of this paper. It will be in the last part that I also want to broach the bigger question: Why even bother doing an ontology of texts in the first place? I now turn to that part which comes after the Introduction and just before the Conclusion.
How Not to Aristotle a Text
What about the way Gracia tries to apply certain categories to the text? How does he apply them, and, more to the point, how does he misapply them? And what might be a better way to apply the categories in question? I have limited myself to examining only a few of the categories that Gracia attempts to apply. (Just as my reader would want me to. The point is not to say everything here, but give only a few sampies of how Gracia's ontology works and faBs to work.) The pairs of categories that I have singled out for examination are these three, which I examine in this sequence: (1) universal and individual and (2) substance and feature; and (3) identity and individuation.
(1) Universal/Individual: Gracia' s definitions of 'universal' and 'individual' are these: What makes a universal a universal is its instantiability. And whatmakes something an individual is its noninstantiability. '''Peter,'' for example, is individual because he is an instance ofhuman being but not itself instantiable. "Peter" is a noninstantiable instance. By contrast, "human being" is universal beeause it ean be instantiated, indeed it is instantiated by Peter, Mary, and so on' (Texts, 10). With the categories 'individual' and 'universal' defined, Graeia eonsiders what to make of a text in these terms: Is a text an individual or a universal? On the one hand, it looks like an individual. A text is the result of the aetion of an author working in a set of cireumstanees at a certain time, at a certain place. And so a text, like any other entity brought about at a certain time and place, should eount as being an individual. Yet, on the other hand, what we eall a text is also eapable of multiple instantiations. (Think of a best seIler.) In that ease, a text looks more like a universal than an individual. So whieh one is it?
There are three ways to answer this. (a) The one answer correlates the pair of categories, individual and universal, to a text in terms of the physical marks themselves. This is Gracia' s position. (b) The second answer correlates the pair to a text in terms of the meaning that the given text eonveys. This is my position. (e) And the third answer, which is messy, tries to put together both answers (a) and (b). Gracia doesn't go for position (c) and, for different reasons, I don't either. Now to examine these three positions in turn.
(a) One may view a text solely in terms of the outward marks. For example: '2x2=4' and '2x2=4' are two individual texts. Each of them instantiates the same ideographie universal. Still another example: 'zwei mal zwei gleich vier' and 'zwei mal zwei gleich vier' are another two individual texts. These two individuals instantiate yet a different ideographie universal.
Similarly, 'two times two is four' and 'two times two is four' are also two individual texts. But again, eaeh of these instantiates still yet another ideographie universal. Another example: These three~opies of Don Quixote of a given translation are the individual texts (they are 'copies' , after all).
Eaeh of these instantiates the same ideographie universal. And these three other eopies of Don Quixote of yet a different translation are individuals eorrelated to yet a different ideographie universal. This is the way Graeia construes the categories of 'individual' and 'universal' as they apply to the text. It all makes perfeetly good sense. The only question is whether this way of construing them is relevant to an understanding of the ontology of a text. I doubt that it iso In fact, on his own grounds, going by his own working definition of a text (which I think is fight), Gracia should be able to see that his way of talking about the individual and universal text is mostly irrelevant. The reason it is mostly irrelevant will come out in the course of my considering: the other two options (b) and (c); Gracia' s reason for rejeeting both of them; my reason for rejecting the third (c); and my reason for favouring the second (b).
(b) Another way to bring 'individual' and 'universal' to bear on a text is to coordinate these categories, not with the marks, but with the meaning of the text. This is the second approach. Although Gracia does not say so, there is more than one way to go with it. Oddly, he does not so mueh as mention what is surely the more likely way to eoordinate them (to be explained in a moment). What approach he does mention, and considers as the serious candidate (or a straw man?), is the much less obvious way! It is no wonder he ends up rejeeting this second approach. Who wouldn't? Here is how he eonstrues the seeond approach:
... if one takes the text of Don Quixote to be the meaning [that the outward signs], when used as signs, are intended to convey, then the answer will depend on the individuality or universality of the meaning of the text. Because the text is about an individual fictional character, one might be tempted to conclude that the meaning of Don Quixote is individual. But the fact is that Don Quixote contains many sentences and even paragraphs that mean nothing individual. For example, Don Quixote' s musings about life. So it is an oversimplification to classify the meaning of Don Quixote as individual. [Texts, [16] [17] Observe how Graeia uses the operative terms: 'individual' and 'universal' do pertain to the sphere of meaning, but only in the sense that the logician would use the terms. (Could it be an Aristotelian logician, perhaps?) So when the logician speaks of the 'universal proposition', what he means is the proposition taking the form, 'All S are P' ; of the 'particular proposition' , the proposition taking the form, 'Some S are P'; etc. Of course, there's nothing objectionable about the logician's decision to use these terms as to refer to 'all, or some, or only one' . All power to the logician. What is objectionable is the idea of trying to apply these notions to the ontology of a text. The appropriate way to talk about 'universal' and 'individual' in terms of a text's meaning, I suggest, is in the semantic rather than the logical sense.
Whether a proposition is logically a universal, or a particular, or an individual, whether it be 'All S are P', or 'Some S are P', or 'This S is p', has virtually nothing to do with the question of the 'individuality' and 'universality' of the text qua text. The universality of the text is semantic. It is this universality of a text that has directly to do with what is so central to the being of a text. Semantic universality has to do with what allows the given, individual text to be shared, and iterated, and gone back to, and remembered tomorrow, next year -whether the text that is iterated, shared, gone back to, etc. happens to be a logical universal 'All S are p', or a logical individual 'This S is p'. It is by virtue of the semantic universal that one can mean the same utterance again, one can return to it, recall what one said, communicate it to somebody else. In fact, it is what allows the speaker to get to the end of an utterance and marginally understand that she' s still talking about the 'same thing' .
My position is: A text, so long as it is 'activated' -I mean, read or listened to -has an individuality about it. It is individual in the sense that it is concrete and 'in time'. And this is precisely in the way that the act of understanding it -'it' meaning the universal text -is concrete and 'in time' . The individual text is the individual reading. This does not mean to say that the text is nothing more than the reading experience, or one and the same as that individual reading. (We're doing a phenomenological ontology here. This means that, historically and instinctively, and happily, we just have a deep aversion for anything that smacks of psychologism, including the latterday psychologisms of Stanley Fish, et al.) 1 stressed, the 'individual text' -as opposed to the universal text. This, although it transcends the reader, is immanent in the individual act.
It is crucial to point out, in a critique of somebody else' s Aristotelian ontology of texts, that the contrary position being taken here is itself Aristotelian. To which somebody might object, 'No, it's Husserlian'. And to which we would reply: 'That' s correct, so long as we' re not talking about the "Platonic" Husserl, the Husserl of the Ideas. However, the theory of meaning of the early Husserl, the Husserl of the Logical Investigations, is decidedly Aristotelian, without fudging that term too far'. In any case, what we are proposing is that the better way to talk about the 'individual' and the 'universal' of a text would be somewhere in the context of an immanent realist theory of 'meaning-universals'. Accordingly, the universal isn't 'out there' all by its Platonic, lonely self. Rather, it 'is' constituted only in the individual-in this case, in the individual called an 'intentional act' . 10 To use different terms, but to say almost the same thing: The type subsists only in the token. Let me state for the record that nobody here is'maintaining the view that 'universality' in the semantic sense is straightforward and unproblematic. It has its problems, but it also has something else, which offsets those problems by far: The idea has a way of being able to explain a lot of 'meaning-phenomena', for instance, understanding, interpretation, reenactment, iteration, communication, translation, and textuality.
Seeing how Gracia construes the second option, it is no wonder that he rejeets it. For hirn, the universality and individuality of the meanings of Don Quixote are universal here and individual there. This sentenee is universal, and that one is individual. In other words, the sentence is universal, or individual, aecording to the subject matter, not its 'meaning qua meaning' . Onee 'universal meaning' and 'individual meaning' are eonstrued in this way, the very question, 'Is the text individual or universal?' is misleading, at least if the given text consists of more than a single line. This is beeause the answer to the question would have to depend upon which sentence it is that is being asked about. I would prefer to construe the idea of 'universal' and 'individual' meanings in quite a different way. The point is not that 'It depends upon whieh sentence of the text you're talking about'. That consideration simply drops out as irrelevant. Meaning qua meaning is 'universal'; and meaning qua understood meaning, meaning 'in' the concrete act, the only place where 'universal meaning' can be, is 'individual'. Moreover, it is notjust that this consideration -'It depends upon which line is logically "universal", logically "individual'" -drops out. It is positively expelled. A text is not an aggregate of lines. A text is a unity, whether it consists of a single line or a million. This is a crucial point that Gracia' s construal of 'universal' and 'individual' text either overlooks or simply denies. And it is a crucial point that our eonstrual of these terms absolutely aceommodates and embraces.
(c) There is still a third option, which attempts to combine (a) and (b). (Or rather, there are two third options, given that there' s option (b) according to Graeia and option (b) according to JB.) Aceording to the option (c), the pair of eategories, universal and individual, should be correlated to the text in terms of both its marks and its meaning. Of course, Gracia rejects the third option, simply because he rejeets (b) (as he construes [b] ). I also reject it, but for the reason that I reject option (a). I should now explain why I rejeet this first of the three options.
Graeia eonstrues a text as being a eonfiguration of signs used to eonvey a speeifie meaning. This view has two sides to it. The first is that even if the ideographic configuration is the same, if the correlated meaning is different, then the text will also have to be different. Thus, the text, 'Fire!' (read: there's a fire in the house) is not the same as the text, 'Fire!' (read: launch the torpedo!). (Texts, 69) So far, so good, and it even fairly weIl confonns to the everyday meaning' of the term 'text'. It is the flip side of Gracia' s understanding of textuality -the side about the marks as opposed to the meaningthat is highly questionable. For hirn, the ideographic configuration of a text is unsubstitutable. 'Unsubstitutability' is my term, not Gracia 
We can see what is wrong with Gracia' s own view by seeing where it takes hirn. Consistency pressures hirn to say what is surely counter-intuitive. He starts out by asserting that a text has to have an author, which is reasonable enough. But then he goes on to say, to this effect, 'Different marks, a different text'. By itself, maybe this doesn't sound all that contentious, until the question of translating comes up. Obviously, to translate is to alter the marks of a given work, while trying to preserve the meaning. Hence, consistency compels Gracia to say that the translator, since he has to alter the marks, is the 'author' of that translated text! (Texts, 108) But this is amistake; and rather than read the unhappiness of this conclusion to be a reductio ad absurdum of his starting-point, he has simply embraced both the starting-point and the consequence of it. Appeal to the ordinary sense of the term 'text', and 'author' , does not add up to an argument, I know. But appeal to it should count for something. There is more than enough of a difference between the everyday meanings of the terms 'author' and 'translator' as to strongly discourage anybody from saying that the translator is the author.
But if this is what is meant by an 'individual' and a 'universal' text, then what of it? How far does this almost physicalist talk about the 'individual' and 'universal' text go toward helping elucidate a text's ontology? It may be that this sense of the 'universality' of a text is an eminently fitting way to look at texts if you happen to be working in a print shop or next to a photocopying machine. But otherwise, it is mostly irrelevant to an elucidation of its ontology. In applying these categories in this way, the author gives the impression that he is under an obligation to find these categories a job, any job at all. But the make-work jobs they end up having to do are more about looking busy than getting things philosophically done.
For Gracia, the text is a conjunction of the signatum and thefixed signans. Change the outward appearance of the sign -the signans -and it is a different text. If one wants to put strictures on the definition of a 'text' in this way, all very weIl and good. But if those are the strictures, then it is doubtful that the question of the ontological status of a text -the 'universal' and the 'individual' text -can be all that pressing. The better question, the question that philosophers actually do seem to fight over, is this one: What is the suitability of these ontological categories so far as they apply to the meaning, or 'message', ofthe text? Accordingly, 'Fire!' (read: launch the torpedo!) and 'Feurl' (read: launch the torpedo!) are to be counted as individuals of the same 'universal'. (Indeed, it is this sort of 'universality' that allows for the possibility of translation.) The signans, or outer perceptible part of a signthe mark-such as 'two', or '2', or 'ii', or 'zwei', or (although this doesn't quite mean the same), 'the square root of two', or, in the language of Sir Quixote, 'dos', are each very different. Ideographically, each is an instance of a different universal. But surely it is the meaning of the sign -the signatum, not the signans -that is principally relevant when considering the suitability of talk about the 'universal' of a text.
We can take this last point one step further. As if having, in the sphere of meaning, both a semantic and a logical universal were not already enough, we should note that there is yet another sort of 'universal' at work. Call it the 'objectual universal', or 'fourth thing', even though it may be logically prior to the 'third thing' . It works something like this. You and 1 understand each other, because we share in this 'third thing', which is the semantic universal. It is this universal that can be iterated and recalled and that is tacitly and 'performatively' appealed to in the very act of communicating, with others or with oneself. But on what basis is it even possible to share in this third thing? That is, on what basis do 1 know (believe, guess, hope, or whatever) that 1 understand what you mean? You say, 'There flies a blackbird'; 1 understand the meaning of that 'text' to the extent that, obviously, you and I share in the semantic universal. But this third thing is shareable precisely thanks to the fact that 1 (and you) already have a rough idea as to what wouldfulfill what is already meaningful, what would make 'true' (or 'false') what is already understood. An understanding of the semantic universal, then, is correlated to its objectual universal, which in turn covers a range of possible objects. It is not unreasonable to describe this relation between the meaning (of the act) and the object meant or intended by that act as a relation between universal and individual. Now to move on to the next pair of categories:
(2) Substance/feature: Gracia proposes to understand substance 'in the traditional Aristotelian sense'. '[S]omething is a substance provided it is neither predicable of nor present in something else' .11 And he defines a 'feature' to be 'anything that is either predicable of or present in something else' (Texts, 29). Types offeatures include generic and specific characteristics ('animal' and 'human'), specific differences ('rational', 'risible'), accidents ('white', 'talI'), quantities ('three-feet long'), relations ('fatherhood'), times ('threeo'clock'), actions ('running'). Now, defining 'substance' (forexample, Peter) and 'feature' (who is an animal, a human, rational, risible, tall, etc.) in this Aristotelian way, Gracia proceeds to consider the question whether texts are substanees, or features, or a eombination of both. (Texts, 30) It is one thing to ask, 'Is a dog, a tree, a table, or any other entity that is "normal", a substan'ce?' And the point of asking this question about normal entities is not hard to see. (I shalllook at this point in amoment.) But what is not so obvious is the point of asking, 'Is a text a substance?' or 'How do the eategories of substanee and feature apply to a text?' The point of asking this question can be a bit perplexing. It is even more so if it is asked in the way that Gracia asks it. To give an idea of how he is asking this question, consider a few snippets from his discussion. (ii) To continue: 'If texts cannot be composed exclusively of substanees considered apart from their features, however, we may ask: Can they be composed of features and nothing but features, that is, can texts be composed exelusively of signs that are predicable of or present in other things?' (Texts, 31) Indeed, texts are usually of this variety. The black marks on the page may be construed as but features of the page itself, and those on the next page construed as features of yet another page. (iii) The conclusion Gracia reaches is that 'texts can be composed exclusively of features or can be composed of substances and their features but they cannot be composed exclusively of substances considered apart from their features' (Texts, 33).
His question about the 'substantiality' (or the 'featurehood') of a text does make good sense, only not in the way that he asks it. To see why, we need only stop to consider why a philosopher would ever want to talk about 'substance' in the first place. Start with nontextual entities, entities in reference to which it does make very good sense to ask, 'Is this a substance or a feature?' -entities such as this dog, this house, this colour, this tone, this alloy, this surface, this rocket engine. There is clearly a point to asking about such entities -nontextual entities -'Is this a substance, or just a feature of it?' The point is to find out such things as: What is ontologically On my view (not Gracia's), a text is not 'just' a~ifferent sort of entity, different because it happens to be, weIl, a textual entity. It is a very, very different sort of entity. And one reason for thinking it is so very, very different is that the categories suited to the requirements of the ontology of nontextual entities Uust take the categories 'substance' and 'features', for instance) hardly work nearly so weIl when applied to texts. Or at least they don't work nearly so weIl when they are applied in the same physicalistic way. And this, in the 'physicalist way' , is just how Gracia mistakenly applies the category of substance to the text. This misapplication leads hirn to a counter-intuitive conclusion. Words to this effect, a given text might consist of a single substance. (In this case, the whole text is on, say, a single page; and it is on this single 'substance-page' that the ink-blot letters are attached as so many features.) Then again, a given text might consist of many substances, maybe as many as 300. (Part of the text is on, say, this page, another part on another page, and the last part on the 300th page.) What perplexes the reader can be expressed in these two words: So what?
Gracia's mistake is not in having committed a 'category mistake,, but in his misapplying a category to an entity of a very peculiar sorte His mistake is not without a motive. After aIl, a text is not just a 'spiritual' entity; it is not just the 'potential' meaning, which the interpreter has only to 'actualize'. A text is also an ensemble of squiggles, curlicues, lines, and dots. Fair enough. Yet what makes this ensemble an ensemble, or this text this text, is not in the first place the physical marks themselves. Admittedly, a text can't be a text without the physical 'parts'. But, and this is only a claim, not an argument, what makes these parts parts is the 'whoIe' . And it is this whole -the 'substance' -that is itselfthe spiritual side ofthe text. To illustrate the point:
What holds all the features of, say, this dog together is the substance 'this dog'. But what holds all the 'features' of this text, what holds all these letters, and words, and sentences, together, is not the paper, not the ink, not the scratches, not the molecules, etc., but the 'substance' called the work, the message, the meaning. The substance is the sense. First comes the meaning, then come the marks. Again, I have no argument for this last point; that will have to wait for another time. But for now, I mayas weIl stay with the main point, which is this. Roughly speaking, unless the category of substance can do for a text what it roughly does for nontextual entities, then we mayas weIl let this talk about substance and feature drop out of an ontology of texts altogether. Now to the last pair of categories.
(3) Identityllndividuation: Gracia notes that 'Because texts can be individual, the question comes up as to what causes their individuality. This is what is generally referred to as "the problem of the individuation" of texts. The solution to this problem is no different from the solution to the problem of individuation of other entities. Nothing is so idiosyncratic about texts that it makes their principle of individuation different from that of other entities' (Texts, 17). I agree with Gracia's idea that the category of individuation pertains also to textual entities. (I stress, Gracia's idea. He says that the question is generally referred to as the "principle of individuation" of texts. Referred to by whom? He doesn't say, and I have no idea who that might be. I am assuming that applying this principle is, indeed, generally referred to as the 'principle of individuation'. But as near as I can make out, specifically to texts is Gracia' s own idea.) In any case, what I disagree with is the optimistic premise that texts are not all that idiosyncratic after all. In fact, they are idiosyncratic, enough so that the principle of individuation, were it to operate in them, would have to operate in a different way.
(A parenthetical note: Tbe topic of individuation has been central to much, or most, of Gracia' s philosophieal output. Yet when Gracia turns to consider the ontology of the text, discussion about the topic drops out mysteriously, conspicuously, almost completely. So rather than devoting the second chapter to textual individuation, and entitling the chapter 'Individuation', the author devotes the chapter to what is pretty weIl the correlative concept of individuation -'identity' -and entitles it, appropriately enough, 'Identity'. I am unsure why the topic hardly comes up for air, but I am sure that an explanation is required. I can come up with only one explanation, which is not sophisticated. It is simply that Gracia deerns the analysis, so far as it is connected to texts, just too straightforward as to merit more than a page of analysis. What makes it so straightforward is that -except for a litde mutatis mutandis -the individuation of a text works in the same way as that of a nontextual entity. Just as the author himself says. The author has oversimplified the matter, for a reason that I shall only indicate in what folIows.)
Graciaholds the view, sensibly, that individuation and identity are not one and the same thing. Although not many philosophers would deny this difference, it is still all too easily overlooked in practice. 12 In any case, the author keeps these two questions separate, and so should we: the question,'What makes this this?' and, though it almost sounds the same as the first, the question, 'What allows me to identify this, again and again, through time?' Tbe first is a question of individuation, the second, a question of identity. I shall have to expand on this distinction. This is not exactly as Gracia would explain it, but it is close to it. This is not quite right, but it does point in the right direction: One might want to say that 'individuation' has to do with the ontological side of an entity, and 'identity' with the epistemological side of the knower of that identity. For instance, I can identify, and then re-identify, this entity -this page -because I flag it, or note its page number, or dog-ear it. I close the book, open it, and, going by my system of reference, I say, 'Tbis is the same page'. This is a problem closely connected to that of identity, but in any case not to be confounded with the problem of what makes this page this page, Le., what individuates this page. What individuates it is not a given property, or a cluster of essential properties, or all of its properties taken together. (Hence the so-called 'bundle theory' of individuation.) Right down to the last detail, save its position, that page over there may be the same as this page over here. But, the 'principle of the identity of indiscernibles' notwithstanding, that page is still that page and not this page, and this page still this page and not that page.
To this, somebody might object: 'Would they not be one and the same if they did share every property? And what is this property that they can't share simultaneously but position itself?' To reply: First of all, position is hardly essential to the what of this page. Move the first page around the room, it is still the same page. Put the second page, exactly like the first page in every respect except position, in the position that the first page was a moment ago, it is still the second page, and not the first page. There are two lessons to draw from all this. The first is that we are to distinguish between essential identity and accidental identity (call them). There is the 'what' of this page -the 'pagehood' of the page -that persists 'in' the matter and that 'essentially' makes this page a page, gives this entity its identity of being a page. And then there are the accidents, which, though they may come and go, don't take away from, or add to, the pagehood of this page (accidents like a coffee stain, a dog-ear, ink marks, or indeed the position of this page right now).
The second lesson teIls us that we had best alter the original fonnulation according to which 'individuation' and 'identity' are roughly correlated to 'ontology' and 'epistemology', respectively. After all, the dog-ear, the tear, the position, etc., may provide me with the 'epistemic' sign, may allow me to identify this page as being the same page I was looking at just last year. But what allows me to identify the page is not necessarily the same as what gives the page, ontologically, its identity. Its identity is not in the first place an epistemological affaire To speak of the identity of a thing in the sense of the what of that thing is to speak ontologically. Hence, the pair, 'individuation and identity' , should be coordinated, not with 'ontology and epistemology' , but with 'existence and ontology', respectively.
The first point, then: Referring to position, like a dog-ear, or a page number, is a way by which to identify the page. The second point: The 'pagehood' of a page is what gives this page its identity. And now the third point, which is to explain individuation, if a mystery can be explained: What makes this page this page (not 'a' page, which is an identity problem), or indeed this dog~ear this dog-ear, this typo this typo, etc... .is existence. It is existence that is the principle of individuation. 1 read Gracia as roughly holding something like the position 1 have just described. On balance, 1 take his theory to be basically sound.
What, then, about the individuation of a text, and what about its identity? 'That texts can be individual means that they can be noninstantiable instances. And to ask for the source or "principle" of the individuality of individual texts is to ask for the necessary and sufficient conditions of their individuality' (Texts, 17). As already pointed out, for aB that Gracia has written about the subject of individuation, he has rernarkably little to say about the individuation of a text. And the tone of the discussion, not to say the length of it -merely a page! -almost suggests that the author deerns the problem to be pretty weB solved. Indeed, the problem is solved ifGracia is on the mark in maintaining that talk of the (individuated) 'individual' text and the (noninstantiated) 'universal' text essentiaBy pertains only to the marks themselves. If the 'universality' and 'individuality' of a text are interpreted along physicalist lines, then how one identifies a copy of Don Quixote, as an instance of the 'universal' text, or identifies an individual copy as this copy, is to be distinguished from what it is that individuates the copy. And ifaB this is right, then the ideas of identity and individuation can still be kept fairly easily apart even so far as they apply to textual entities.
Such, I take it, is Gracia' s own view; and given how he defines the 'universal text' and 'individual text' , he is right in saying what he does about the identity and individuation of a text. The question, however, is not about whether he is right about all this, but about whether he has hit the ontological mark. I think he has missed it. As Gracia himself acknowledges, a text has a foot in both worlds: that of the marks and that of the meaning. Alas, in his discussion of textual individuals and universals, it is precisely this ambivalence of the text that he refuses to take up. He does so in order to 'avoid the complications' (Texts, 17). Still, the unavoidable fact remains that a text is comprised of both the marks and the meaning. Along with this fact comes the possibility that a text is, indeed, so unlike any other entity, so idiosyncratic, that individuation works 'in' it in a very different way. And so I think it does work differently, and, I speculate, works something 1ike this:
Individuation and identity are clearly separate constituents of 'normal' entities. Gracia is right about this much. But as constituents operative in a text, they are not nearly so clearly separable as he thinks. The act of understanding, or 'identifying', or 'discerning', the identity of a text -of identifying its meanings -is almost the same as individuating it. No, identifying and individuating are not one and the same thing, not even in the case of a text. (Saying otherwise would be tantamount to saying that understanding is the same as meaning, which it most certainly is not.) My claim is that in the act of identifying the meaning itself, a meaning which no doubt transcends that act, the meaning is somehow brought into being, somehow 'individualized' or 'concretized'. When it comes to the nontextual entity, identifying this page (the one with the dog-ear) and this page's being individuated as this page are ontologically distinct. But when it comes to the text, 'identifying' the meaning, on the one hand, and this meaning's being individuated in the very act of this identifying, on the other, are not nearly so dissimilar. To sum up: In the realm of texts and meanings, identifying is still different from individuating. However, this realm is ontologically "idiosyncratic" in that to identify is to individuate. And -maybe also the reverse? -to individuate is to identify.
111. An 'Ontology of Texts'? To What End?
Why does Gracia single out the categories that he does? To recall, his own answer to this was simply that 'they are very often used in philosophy and because at least some of them have been applied to texts ' (Texts, 9) . Fair enough as a starting point, maybe. But left at that, it is a problem -or maybe two or three problems. The first is that Gracia does not indicate just who else has actually applied these categories. He endnotes the line, but only to point out those very categories (action, event, process, possibility, assemblages) that he has chosen not to use! 13 In addition, he fails to set aside a discussion, not in a skimpy endnote, but in the thick of the book itself, about why, or why not, one might not opt for these other categorial options instead? Why not see the text as an 'action', or an 'event', or an 'assemblage'? Or indeed, why not the inclusion of certain other Aristotelian categories, such as 'potential' and 'actual', 'matter' and 'form' -categories that, inexplicably, just don' t find their way into his Aristotelian discussion? Why are these just left out? And why not any attempt to find out about the suitability of the subcategories of 'cause' -formal, material, final, and efficient causes -all of which surely matters by the time we get to the two last chapters on 'Author' and 'Audience'?
Then there is this problem: 'Note that by using these categories I do not mean to endorse them. There are strong disagreements among philosophers about the viability of these categories, and therefore, I cannot settle these matters in the course of an investigation devoted to something else' (Texts, 9). I have two objections to this: The first is that if the author doesn't want to stand by these categories at the outset, put his 'trust' in them, and take them at least provisionally seriously, then why should the reader take the author seriously? Why should the reader read on? (To be fair, the author does, in fact, stand by them; his mistake is in stating his case in too lawyerly a way.) My second objection is that the 'viability' of these categories is to be deterrnined not beforehand, in some aprioristic way, but in the course of the inquiry itself. The question of their viability turns not on what they are 'by definition' , but on the suitability of their specific application -in this case, their application to the ontology of a text. And it is precisely the question of the viability in this sense that is to be worked out. Only then will one be in a sure position to endorse, or reject, or modify these categories so far as they apply to the text.
A final point. Why does literary theory ask about such things as the genre and the style of a liierary text? Or why is hermeneutics interested in things hermeneutical? Besides the fact that that' s what literary theory and hermeneutics just happen to do, the reason for their doing what they do is not mysterious. You ask literary questions because you're interested in literature. You don't have to 'explain' why you're interested in it, because it is close to horne. Or you ask questions about interpretation, because 'getting it right', or knowing whether you even can get it right, also happens to be a matter that is close to horne. But why on earth an ontology of texts? It is one thing to talk about the categories that pertain only to texts (orperhaps better, 'works'), like genre, plot, style, etc., which is a concrete and self-justified way of talking. But it is quite another to bring highly general and 'ontological' categories to bear on a text -identity, substance, universal, potential, and the like -that presumably pertain to any and every entity. The reason for providing an ontology of texts is not nearly so obvious. As if it were already obvious, Gracia takes no time to explain the point of the whole exercise. 1 shall round out this paper with my own answer. My answer is only very brief, it has a few parts to it, 1 think some of it is true, and here it is:
The first part: The problems that texts as texts present are not unlike the problems that go with other entities. (Who knows, maybe having these problems may be the very reason why we see them as entities in the first place.) A tree has its identity problem: It grows, it blossoms, it gets old. Question: So is it still the same tree many years later? A ship has its problem: Its bolts, rudder, engine, and every other part have been replaced in the course of many years. Question: Is it still the same ship at the end of its career? And a text has its problem, too: The meanings of words change, the circumstances in which it was written disappear, and history has moved on. A 'mereological essentialist' is somebody who would claim that (say) with the replacement of just one bolt of an engine of maybe a thousand parts, that engine would no longer be the same engine. A new engine would come into existence, replacing the old one that has gone out of existence. Tbe same would happen to any other 'normal' entity. Such a claim is (I believe) wrong; but it is also a claim that surely warrants a 'mereological' explanation of just where it goes wrong. (The explanation would involve more thanjust pointing out that the claim is obviously counter-intuitive to how we think about the preservation of entities over time.) What has this to dü with texts? As far as I am aware, there is no systematic mereology of texts to be found in the philosophicalliterature. Even so, one can see how developing an ontology of parts to texts might radically alter the terms of the controversy over the question, 'What is a text?' 14 To illustrate the point, think about the not unfamiliar claim, which says to this effect: 'A different meaning, a different text' . Or, a variation of the same thesis: 'The meanings ofjust a few of these words have already changed. So, in this text of two hundred thousand words, it must already be a different text!' All of which sounds very like what an essentialist would say, except in this case what is being talked about is not an artefact but a text. Again, I believe that this claim is mistaken; and again, it is a claim that warrants a mereological explanation of where it goes wrong -not a 'literary' explanation, which will gotten us nowhere on this question, but an explanation in terms of the parts and wholes of a text. Such an explanation, which I imagine would have to be technically elegant, might begin in this very simple way:
'When it comes to the identity of entities, neither an upgrading of an artifact nor the modification of a meaning of a text is in itself enough to diminish that thing's identity. The question has to be, How much of a modification? This can be measured not quantitatively, but only mereologically. The engine block, the fan, the pistons, the washers, the carburetor -these are all indispensable parts, yet, arguably, it is the engine block that is somehow more basic than these parts, the carburetor more basic than those. By analogy, this text is an ensemble or 'whoIe' ofmeanings. Some of those meanings are located closer to the core of that ensemble, some of them closer to the periphery. Remove something from the periphery, the modification is minor. Remove a part from the core, the modification may have devastating consequences for the identity of that text. It is not just that the text has changed; it may no longer be the same text at all,.
The second part: Set all these various entities down on the floor -a dog, a shoe, a lamp, a bell, a rose -and then, after all this, set down yet another entity -a text. Then, working out an ontology, we should be able to say: 'This text is just like· the rest of these things, though with these differences' . And also be able to say: 'On the basis of those categories that apply to normal entities, we have elucidated the textual entity in a controversial way. But that' s not alle The inquiry proceeds in the other direction as weIl. It is no longer just a question of how texts are entitative. It is now also a question of how nontextual entities are "textual". On the basis of what we have found out about the ontology of a text, perhaps we shall have to rethink radically the being of these nontextual entities: this dog, shoe, lamp, bell, and rose. God only knows where all this will eventually take us' .
A final note, in tribute to the author: In the last paragraph of Texts, Gracia writes that 'My hope is that those who have stayed with me have profited from their effort....I would rather have it produce active disagreement than contented acquiescence' (Texts, 172). I have profited from it; I have also tried to respect the author's closing wishes. Setting aside my own disagreements, I recommend his two books -for the conceptual clarity he brings to the problems (especially the first book), but also for the questions he asks (especially the second). Gracia' s applications of ontological categories, like individuation, existence, feature, substance, and the like, to this entity called a 'text' are not 'category mistakes'. They are, to the extent that his analyses do go astray, more like misapplications of categories that do in fact have applicability to textual entities. Perhaps what the good author might consider is whether, instead of rounding out his investigation of texts with the second of what is intended to be only a two-volume set, he should go on to write also a third, a fourth, and maybe a fifth book on a subject that he has only broached. This discussion is far from finished.
the narrow sense the question -or rather, the way by which the question gets answered -is 'ontological'. After all, one is appealing to the category of 'unity' (or, which might be thought of as kinds ofunity, 'plot' and 'action'). However, there's ontology and then there's ontology. And second, there' s Aristotelianism and then there' s Aristotelianism. (Embracing the view that apoern, a tragedy, 
